[Morphogenesis and formation of a pattern in hydra. I. Distribution of morphogenetic potential].
True multicellularity is characterized by complex interactions between individual cells of the organism as well as by organization of cell masses into spatially and functionally determined structures promoting the exchange of information. Morphogenetic processes--genetically programmed generation of structures--always correlate with determination and maintenance of a pattern, i.e. a system of spatial relationships between them. Hydroid polyps provide a wide variety of approaches to study morphogenesis and patterning. Being comparatively simply organized, these animals have nevertheless certain developed mechanisms underlaying such processes as regeneration of missing structures, recovery of normal pattern after dissociation of polyps into single cells, tissue transdifferentiation in non-complementary chimaeras. An important feature of regeneration of hydroid polyps is its independence of the nerve net elements; the basis for regeneration is rather stored in epithelial cells and in their interactions. Phenomenological data, provided in the XVIII-XX centuries, allowed to propose several theoretical models of pattern regulation in hydra. The main goal of this paper is to review contemporary models of morphogenesis and patterning in the hydroid polyps.